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Chapter Changes
Chapter 1: Understanding Sociology
• Chapter-opening excerpt based on Outcasts United, a sociological study about a youth
soccer team made up of immigrants in suburban Georgia
• Cartoon illustrating the increasing importance of globalization
• Enhanced discussion of sociological study of episodes of violence and hatred, based on
Charlottesville march
• Expanded and updated discussion of sociological study of the aftermath of hurricanes
and other natural disasters
Chapter 2: Sociological Research
• “Thinking Critically” questions about the effect of operational definitions on research
results and value neutrality
• “Taking Sociology with You” question about developing a research project
• Extensive discussion of the use of sociological data to help the children of incarcerated
adults

Chapter 3: Culture
• Chapter-opening photo illustrating a unique custom of the Mursi tribe in Ethiopia
• Photo and caption of Confederate statue being removed, showing the conflicting
meaning of symbols
• “Thinking Critically” question about communication as cultural capital
• “Research Today” box: “How Millennials View the Nation: Racial and Ethnic Vantage
Points”
• Chapter 4: Socialization and the Life Course
• Extensive discussion of a recent sociological experiment involving gender roles and
expectations
• “Thinking Critically” questions about public policy implications of early childhood
research, comparison of Mead’s and Piaget’s cognitive stages, and anticipatory
socialization
• “Research Today” box: “Parental Monitoring of the Digital World,” including bar graph,
“Parental Monitoring of Teenagers’ Online Activity”
• Enhanced and updated comparison of child care in the United States vs. other countries
• Cartoon about senior citizens’ attitudes toward aging
Chapter 5: Social Interaction, Groups, and Social Structure
• Enhanced discussion of Zimbardo prison experiment in chapter-opening vignette, with a
connection to #BlackLivesMatter
• “Research Today” box: “Twitter Networks: From Wildfires to Hurricanes,” with photo, on
the use of social media networks for disaster preparedness
• Discussion of the role of humor in social interaction
• Figures 16-2, “The Elements of Social Structure: An Overview”; and 19-1, “Mapping Life
Nationwide: Labor Union Membership by State, 2018”
• Enhanced and expanded discussion of the influence of race and gender on achieved
status, using the James Blake case as an example
• Cartoon illustrating hierarchy of authority in bureaucracies
Chapter 6: Mass Media and Social Media
• Chapter-opening excerpt from Reclaiming Conversation: The Power of Talk in a Digital
Age, a study of the effects of the overuse of social media
• Enhanced discussion of infiltration of the social media “bubble” for political purposes
• Table 20-1, “Celebrity Status, as Measured by Number of Global Google Searches”
• Expanded discussion of suppression of the media in authoritarian regimes
• Enhanced and updated discussion of the digital divide, with photo
• Updated discussion of feminist perspective on access to cell phones
• Updated and expanded “Our Wired World” box, now titled “Apps for Global Refugees”
• Revised and expanded Figure 20-3: “Who Uses Social Media?” and Figure 22-1,
“Internet and Social Media Penetration in Selected Countries”
• Social Policy section: “Censorship”
Chapter 7: Deviance, Crime, and Social Control
• Images to illustrate the relationship between deviance and celebrity status, how the
definition of deviance varies widely in different places, and the prevalence of whitecollar crime (cartoon)
• Enhanced discussion of cybercrime in reference to the 2016 election

•
•

Expanded discussion of public perception of crime as a growing threat, despite statistics
to the contrary
Social Policy section: “Gun Control,” including cartoon

Chapter 8: Stratification and Social Mobility in the United States
• Cartoon illustrating struggles of the middle class
• “Research Today” box, “Calculating Your Risk of Poverty”
• Enhanced discussion of calculating the effects of unpaid women’s work on determining
poverty rate
• Revised and expanded discussion of net worth, race, and ethnicity
• Expanded discussion of the longevity gap between the affluent and the poor
• Enhanced and updated discussion of intergenerational mobility
• Cartoon in Social Policy section on differences of perception between rich and poor
Chapter 9: Global Inequality
• “Sociology in the Global Community” box, “Getting Ahead Globally”
• Updated and expanded overview of global poverty
• Updated discussion of United Nations Millennium Development Goals
• In Social Policy section, updated and expanded discussion of corporate welfare and the
social safety net in European countries
• Revised Self-Quiz with new question and distractors
Chapter 10: Racial and Ethnic Inequality
• Chapter-opening excerpt from Asian American Dreams, a memoir about discrimination
against Asian Americans
• “Taking Sociology to Work” box: Jennifer Michals, Program Assistant, Center for Native
American and Indigenous Research, Northwestern University
• “Sociology on Campus” box, “Bias in Awarding Scholarship Money”
• Discussion of discrimination within the sharing economy
• Discussion and photo illustrating the effects of the Rohinga genocide in Myanmar
• “Research Today” box, “Hurricane Maria and the Puerto Rican Community”
• Enhanced discussion of Jewish American assimilation, with photo
Chapter 11: Stratification by Gender and Sexuality
• Chapter-opening excerpt from Everyday Sexism: The Project That Inspired a Worldwide
Movement, a study of the preponderance of sexism in daily life
• Key term treatment for intersectionality and expanded discussion of the concept
• “Research Today” box, “Measuring Discrimination Based on Sexual Identity”
• Social Policy section on workplace sexual harassment
Chapter 12: Stratification by Age
• Chapter-opening photo showing a multigenerational family playing tug of war in the park
• Expanded discussion of conflict theory of aging
• Discussion of effects of voter ID laws on the elderly
• Enhanced discussion of the “silver collar” economy and the effects of recent changes in
pensions on the elderly
• Expanded discussion of conflict theory and queer theory

•
•
•
•
•

Survey data on age discrimination
“Research Today” box, “Hard and Soft Discrimination Experienced by the Aged”
Photo of the cover of AARP The Magazine showing actor Dr. Dre
Updated “Social Policy” section on the right to die, including material on labeling theory
Two “Taking Sociology with You” questions

Chapter 13: The Family and Household Diversity
• Expansion of coverage of interactionist perspective to emphasize the growing diversity
of family styles
• Updated coverage of online dating as a part of courtship and mate selection
• “Thinking Critically” questions about mate selection and family leave policies
Chapter 14: Education
• Enhanced discussion of LGBT student subcultures
• Updated and expanded “Research Today” box on school violence
• “Thinking Critically” question about the social implications of rising tuition costs
Chapter 15: Religion
• Photo illustrating religion’s function of providing social support
• “Research Today” box, “The Church of Scientology: Religion or Quasi-Religion?”
• Key Term treatment for quasi-religion
• “Thinking Critically” question about why the number of adherents to a religion might
change
Chapter 16: Government and the Economy
• Updated and enhanced background information about world inequality and people’s
reactions to it
• Figure 51-1, “Increasing Diversity in the U.S. Labor Force”
• Revised and updated discussion of use of social media in politics
• Expanded and updated coverage of political participation in the United States
• Expanded discussion of use of militarized drones, with new photos
• Updated discussion of deindustrialization and its effects on politics
• Photo of André Carson, second Muslim House member
Chapter 17: Health, Population, and the Environment
• Enhanced coverage of relationship between health insurance and income level
• Major section on Gender Identity under Social Epidemiology and Health Care
• Updated information about the Affordable Care Act
• Coverage of water pollution updated to include contamination of water in Flint,
Michigan, with photo
• Expanded coverage of race and pollution
• Discussion of the Paris Climate Accords
Chapter 18: Social Change in the Global Community
• Photos of January 2018 Power to the Polls march to illustrate political participation,
women attending a soccer match in Saudi Arabia to illustrate social change, military and
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civilian drones to illustrate effects of new technology, 3-D printer to illustrate the future
of technology
Key Term treatment for artificial intelligence and digitalization
“Sociology in the Global Community” box expanded to include women’s social
movements in Bangladesh
#SocialMovements and Resource Mobilization
Extended example of introduction of the HPV vaccine to illustrate culture lag
Figures 60-1, “Digital Skill Levels of Select Occupations”; 60-3, “Average Willingness to
Migrate Abroad Permanently, 2009 and 2016”; 60-4, “Migrants as a Percentage of Total
Population in Selected Countries, 2015”
Major section on Artificial Intelligence and its effects on society

